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Several weeks ago, the justice department 
released a list of 149 convicted prisoners recom-
mended for special pardon. This list includes 
many familiar names that immediately remind 
us of the violent conflict, political turbulence 
and crimes against humanity in South Africa’s 
not-too-distant history. Among those recom-
mended for pardons are Adriaan Vlok, notori-
ous apartheid minister of law and order, as well 
as former police chief Johannes van der Merwe. 
It also includes the names of four members of 
the right-wing Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging 
(AWB) convicted of the 1995 Kuruman attacks, 
as well as Worcester bombers Cliffie Barnard 
and Daniel Coetzee.     

The relatively quiet release of this list, and the 
procedural prescriptions related to making representations, 
belied the emotive response it elicited from victims, their 
families and communities, irrevocably affected by the crimes 
perpetrated by those recommended for pardon. 

Many of the authors in this edition of the SA Recon-
ciliation Barometer newsletter explore, in the words of  
Dr Cherrel Africa, the extent to which South Africans have 
– or have not – ‘moved on’ from the past. With October 
marking the 12th anniversary of the release of the TRC 
report, this is indeed a timely and important question. They 
also ask whether enough is being done to define and pursue 
a shared national identity and a more inclusive society, rais-
ing difficult challenges related to where this work should be 
located, and with whom. 

Over the course of the IJR’s tenth year, we at the Institute 
have done a lot of thinking about the meaning of reconcili-
ation in South Africa today. In August, the Reconciliation 
Barometer project hosted a day-long dialogue in Cape Town 
that brought together civil society organisations, researchers, 
academics and students, and members of the public to debate 
the question of whether or not it is still possible to measure 
reconciliation, and indeed, whether this task remains rel-
evant and important for our society. At the dialogue, we 
also presented the preliminary results of a qualitative survey 
conducted earlier this year, which focused on identifying and 
confirming indicators of reconciliation.

Diverse voices from both the dialogue and expert survey 
showed consensus around several key issues: the concept of 
reconciliation is complex, and its meaning has evolved and 
changed since the negotiated transition of the early 1990s, 
the first democratic elections, and the establishment of the 
TRC. Participants also agreed that while a great deal of 
progress has been made, much work remains to be done. 

Cherrel Africa’s article touches on the pulse of these issues 
in South Africa when, following an emotive debate with 
first-year politics students, she asks whether or not South 
Africans have truly come to terms with the country’s negoti-
ated settlement and democratic transition. 

Also exploring the ties that bind our national collective, 
author William Gumede suggests that – in the search for 
a ‘shared South Africanness’ – grounds for our common 
identity can be found in the country’s political narrative 
and history, and the values enshrined in the Constitution. 
Further, in relation to the ruling party, IJR programme 
manager Tim Murithi writes that non-racialism within the 
ANC will require new and more inclusive traditions and 
political priorities. 

In this edition we also bring you an interview with retired 
constitutional court judge and 2009 Reconciliation Award 
recipient Albie Sachs, who shares his experiences of anti-
apartheid activism from within and outside the country, his 
understanding of ‘soft vengeance’, and his views on progress 
in the ‘sharing of the country’. Rorisang Lekalake reviews 
the recently released collection of essays, In the Balance: 
South Africans debate reconciliation, co-edited by IJR execu-
tive director Fanie du Toit and senior research fellow Erik 
Doxtader. 

Finally, IJR project leader Friederike Bubenzer analyses 
prospects for peace, reconstruction and reconciliation in 
Sudan in the lead-up to the 2011 referendum that will deter-
mine whether or not the South secedes from the North in 
that country. 

As always, I hope that you find this edition of the SA Rec-
onciliation Barometer both interesting and thought-provok-
ing, and readers are encouraged to submit comments on our 
blog online, at www.sabarometerblog.wordpress.com.
Kate Lefko-Everett
Project Leader: SA Reconciliation Barometer 
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IJR DIALOGUE: MEASURING RECONCILIATION

In August, the Reconciliation Barometer project hosted 
a one-day dialogue on ‘Measuring Reconciliation: Iden-
tifying and Interpreting Indicators of Change’. The event 
provided a forum for researchers, academics, students, 
and practitioners to reflect on the measurement of rec-
onciliation in South Africa, explore and debate the cur-
rent state of reconciliation, and identify and interrogate 
relevant indicators. A report on the event will soon be 
available from the IJR.

IJR News
SHADES OF BELONGING: FOLLOW 
THE BEAT MUSIC PRESENTATION
On 2 October, the IJR’s Memory, Arts and 
Culture project hosted a musical presentation 
at the SABC studios in Cape Town. Learners 
from different communities in and around 
Cape Town, as well as from KwaZulu-Natal 
and the Northern Cape, performed using self-
made indigenous instruments, sharing the stage 
with accomplished musicians including Garth 
Erasmus, Andile Siyo, Lungiswa Plaatjies and 
Mzwanele Mvimbi. 

Under the theme of ‘Rhythms from the 
Giants: Their music lives on’, the learners 
paid tribute to late musicians Robbie Jansen, 
Ezra Ngcukana, Winston Mankunku, Miriam 
Makeba and Johannes Kerkorrel. During the 
second half of the performance, learners play-
ing the marimbas shared the stage with the 
Little Giants. 

ASHLEY KRIEL MEMORIAL LECTURE: SONS AND 
DAUGHTERS ARE OUR HERITAGE
Also in October, the IJR hosted the seventh annual Ashley Kri-
el Youth Memorial lecture, on the theme of access to educa-
tion. Learners from around the country, including urban and 
rural communities and schools for those with special needs, 
were invited to participate and share their educational experi-
ence with Deputy Director-General of Basic Education Palesa 
Tyobeka.

Prior to the lecture, short workshops were held with learners 
to discuss strategies and tools for constructive engagement with 
the DDG and the broader audience. Many came prepared with 
numerous questions and comments. Mrs Tyobeka, as well as 
various stakeholders, indicated that the event proved an effec-
tive and interesting forum, and suggested that a similar format 
be adopted in future.
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JO HIGGS spoke to author, anti-apartheid activist 
and former constitutional court judge Albie 
Sachs about soft vengeance, reconciliation and 
the hardship and joy of South Africa’s transition. 

My story starts in Clifton, and seems to be ending 
here in Clifton. 

My earliest memories are of my mom, who was 
separated from my father Solly Sachs, quite a famous trade 
union leader. She is saying, ‘Tidy up, uncle Moses is coming!’ 
She was a typist for Moses Kotane, who was on the national 
executive of the ANC and general-secretary of the Communist 
Party. We had this small basement portion of a bungalow here 
in Clifton.  

I grew up in that world and I didn’t stand a chance to not 
be involved. My parents lived for ideas, for emancipation, for 
transformation. Yet as I grew up I hated them assuming that I 
would automatically follow in their footsteps. 

Only when I got to university was I suddenly ready. I met 
young people and joined the ‘defiance of unjust laws campaign’. 
I was in prison briefly. I suppose it didn’t stop until my turn on 
the constitutional court ended last year. In between – gosh, what 
a life it has been.

Looking back, it’s kind of too much – to be raided before 
dawn, to be banned, placed under restriction orders, and 
detained in solitary confinement for 90 days, then another 78 
days. Two years later, I was locked up again and tortured by 
sleep deprivation, then to go into exile for decades. And in the 

middle of that, to be blown up, lose an arm and the sight of an 
eye. To be stateless for seven years. All of that in the life of one 
person, yet thousands of South Africans can tell similar stories.

When I was lying in hospital after losing my arm, someone 
wrote to me to say, ‘Don’t worry comrade, I will revenge you’ 
and I thought, are we going to chop off arms and blind people? 
What sort of country is that?

The theme of ‘soft vengeance’ came to me. It is the triumph 
of the goals, the idealism, and the spirit that brought us all 
together and gave us the energy, courage and intelligence to 
break through. It is much more powerful than hard vengeance. 
I thought, if we get democracy and freedom, roses and lilies will 
grow out of my arm and that will be my soft vengeance.

From the beginning, we weren’t fighting a race or a group 
of people, we were fighting an unjust system. The thing was 
to change the system, the systemic domination of apartheid, 
of racial division. Destroy that and everybody can reveal their 
humanity. That meant when the possibility of transformation 
came there wasn’t antagonism to a particular community or 
group. There was a feeling of joy that we are destroying the 
systems keeping us apart, and at last beginning to share this 
country.  

So much travail in one life and yet so much joy, coming back 
after 24 years of exile, to be part of the movement for freedom, 
hoping to write the country’s constitution and then defending it 
through the courts. Turning the old fort prison into the Consti-
tutional Court, and the pain of the past into hope for the future. 
It’s been one fabulous episode after another.

When I became a constitutional court judge, I got a message 
that Henry was waiting to see me. I go through the security door 
of the court, quite excited but emotionally prepared: Henry was 
the one who organised the bomb in my car. He was now going 
to the truth commission. I open the door and see this man look-
ing at me as if to say, ‘This is the man I tried to kill.’ I look at 
him: ‘So this is the man who tried to kill me.’ 

We didn’t fight, we didn’t argue. We didn’t have any disagree-
ments. Now we could talk. Eventually, after lots and lots of talk-
ing I stand up and say, ‘Henry, I can’t shake your hand, but go to 
the truth commission ... Who knows, one day.’

I forgot about him. Then, nine months later I was at a party, 
loud music playing – end of year. I was very tired and a voice 
says ‘Albie’ – I look and it is Henry. He is beaming and comes up 

Albie Sachs: 
Recipient 
of the 2009 
Reconciliation 
Award

To me the huge achievement 
of the TRC was that people 
could tell their stories in 
public. We heard the cries 
and saw the tears.

NOTE FROM THE IJR 
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to me and says, ‘I spoke to them and I have told them everything 
I knew. You said that ...’

And I said, ‘Henry, I have only to look at your face to say that 
what you are telling me is the truth’, and I shook his hand. He 
went away floating, I almost fainted. But I heard later that he 
suddenly left the party. The organisers didn’t know what had 
happened. Henry cried for two weeks. That moved me very 
deeply because we are humanising each other. 

To me the huge achievement of the TRC was that people 
could tell their stories in public. We heard the cries and saw 
the tears. We saw these often-feeble apologies, and they were 
in the stiff body language of people who are not used to reveal-
ing their feelings, but were coming to terms with some of the 
terrible things they had done. All sides had to acknowledge the 
things they had done. It was a remarkable part of South Africa’s 
history, of world history. It didn’t solve the problems of injustice 
or transform the country, but it created a kind of moral equality 
based on principles of fairness and justice. It then became easier 
to tackle the problems of inequality, unemployment, health and 
so on in the country. 

Just thinking back on why some of us supported reconcilia-
tion whole-heartedly: it wasn’t a compromise, or some kind of 
a deal that was done because if we didn’t, there would be chaos 
in our society. It was much more profound, much deeper than 
that. It was the beginning of creating equal citizenship in this 
country on a moral plane. 

The task of reconciliation, it goes on and on. It is not as 
though you have achieved it at a certain moment. There are 
glorious periods like with the World Cup: we couldn’t have had 
the World Cup if it hadn’t been for these processes. They laid a 
foundation, a framework in which it was possible for people to 
express spontaneous joy and happiness without feeling they are 
giving up on anything important. 

Now we are back to a kind very sobering reality and there 
is going to be lots of meanness in our society and this glorious 
spirit is going to be tarnished and weakened. But then we pick 
ourselves up again and we carry on forward. 

Jo Higgs is a documentary filmmaker. 

ijr
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The search for our shared 
South Africanness

Sixteen years into our democracy questions still remain 
as to whether or not South Africans will ever be able 
to cobble together a shared national identity. 

This country’s bitter history of more than 350 years of colo-
nialism and apartheid has engendered deep divisions along politi-
cal, as well as cultural, linguistic and ethnic lines. Past repressive 
governments have insisted that South Africa is fundamentally a 
‘society of self-enforced communities, always potentially – and 
in the absence of the (colonial or apartheid) state, actually – in 
gruesome conflict with one another’. 

As citizens, we ourselves sometimes cleave to the divisions of 
the past – making the forging of a shared new identity much 
harder, yet so much more urgent.

In a diverse country such as ours, our solution should not 
rest in a national identity based on a singular shared culture, 
language or ethnicity. Neither, as is often assumed in western 
models of nationhood, should it rest on a common citizenship 
or shared geographic space alone. As Nelson Mandela stated 
from court docks in 1962, it also should not be defined solely in 
relation to one majority community. 

South African identities are not ‘gated communities’ with 
fixed borders; more often than not, they overlap meaningfully, 
beyond the occasional shared word or value. Our modern South 
Africanness therefore cannot be but a ‘layered’, plural and inclu-
sive one, and one based on acceptance of our ‘interconnected 
differences’.

However, building commonality on the basis of difference pres-
ents a unique challenge. A shared sense of South Africanness, 
therefore, will have to be based on politics. It will require con-
tinual persuasion and lobbying, and cannot be enacted by decree 
or good intentions alone. This is both a weakness and strength.

What, then, is the basis for our common political identity? 
South Africa’s unifying narrative is predominantly political: a 
history of emerging out of the ashes of a civil war and peace-
fully constructing a democratic dispensation. Our Constitution, 
the founding document of our political settlement, anchors both 
our diversity and a new set of democratic rules and values. 

A common South Africanness should also be weaved around 
the idea of an inclusive democracy. Solidarity with the most vul-
nerable must cut across racial and political divides – meaning 
that social justice must underpin governance. 

Taken together, these would form the basis of our common 
interests and a national consensus across historic, ethnic, politi-
cal and colour divides. Our shared ambition should be to mould 
a new democratic identity for South Africa that emphasises the 
present and future, rather than remaining trapped in the bitter-
ness of the past. 

Yet because this common South Africanness is a political con-
struct, there are some obvious pitfalls. 

First, leadership style will matter very much. There will be an 
imperative on political leadership to govern in the interests of 
every South African at all times, and not for one political party 
or faction. Here, we can recall the legacies of Gandhi in India 
and Nelson Mandela, who in South Africa attempted to evoke a 
symbol of unifying patriotism around which all could rally. 

Further, with politics at the core of South Africanness, under-
mining democracy and the Constitution threatens the formation 
of this shared identity. New leadership must follow the rules 
applied to everyone else, and flagrant ignorance of new demo-
cratic laws by post-apartheid leaders won’t do. Democratic insti-
tutions, including the courts, the media and civil society, must 
continue to be active watchdogs in ensuring that democratic 
and constitutional values are embedded in everyday practice. 

Trust in, and the legitimacy of, the democratic system and its 
institutions are additional requirements for a strong common 
identity. Where corruption in the public sphere appears to go 
without punishment, or where consequences are mitigated by 
political connections to the ruling party, government’s legiti-
macy and credibility is undermined. Further threats are posed 
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A unifying national identity should be built on 
a shared political narrative and constitutional 
values, writes WILLIAM GUMEDE.

Our modern South Africanness cannot 
be but a ‘layered’, plural and inclusive 
one, and one based on acceptance of our 
‘interconnected differences’.
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must be respected. Most importantly, the way we embrace and 
practise these identities in our daily lives must not conflict with 
the constitutional values of human dignity, gender equality and 
respect and empathy for others.  

Race, and the continued legacy of apartheid’s racial and eco-
nomic inequalities, are among the major faultlines in the coun-
try’s efforts to build a common South Africanness. Therefore, 
at the heart of economic development strategy must be policies 
that genuinely uplift not only the poor, but rather the widest 
number of people at the same time – rather than just a small 
elite, whether white or black. 

Finally, if the poor black majority is left out of prosperity, 
a common South Africanness will remain a fading dream. 
Hardliners of all races will then continue to have justifica-
tion for manipulating black resentment and white anxieties 
to push for a narrow definition of South Africanness which 
excludes others. 

William Gumede is co-editor of  The Poverty of Ideas: South 
African Democracy and the Retreat of the Intellectuals,  
recently published by Jacana. 

by the combination of a lack of delivery, a seemingly indifferent 
democratic state, and the perception that only whites and the 
black elite see the economic benefits of democracy. 

Political space must also be allowed for differing and diver-
gent opinions, without the requirement of absolute loyalty to 
any party, leader or tribe, but to the Constitution. 

It is also important that the vast talents of all South Africans 
are utilised, and that deliberate marginalisation or exclusion 
based on race is eschewed. Opportunistically using race for self-
enrichment or to cover up wrongdoing undermines a common 
identity, as does retreating into ‘nativism’ and proffering exclu-
sive definitions of South Africanness or Africanness. 

Our common South African identity, and shared future, will 
have to be built as a mosaic of the best elements of our diverse 
present and past, histories and cultures. 

This does not mean committing identity or cultural suicide. 
We can still embrace our individual identities – as Afrikaners, 
Zulus, Indians – while also being part of the broader South Afri-
can collective. However, there should not be one way of prac-
tising Afrikaner-ness or Zulu-ness, and some amongst us may 
want the choice to opt out of these identities altogether, and this 
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Following the recent African National Congress 
(ANC) national governing council (NGC), convened 
in September in Durban, Secretary-General Gwede 

Mantashe called for the introduction and implementa-
tion of programmes that would increase the party’s ballot 
share from 6% to 50% of white voters, in order to ful-
fill the aspiration ‘of becoming a truly non-racial party’. 
The reasons for this are manifold, but clearly rooted in the 
electoral challenges emerging from opposition parties and 
in the formation of coalitions to contest against the ANC. 

On a basic level, this strategy suggests an evident self-interest 
in plans for the ‘revival’ of the ANC and expansion of its voter 
support base. It is important to acknowledge the problematic 
nature of designating certain groups as ‘black’ and others as 
‘white’, and also to recognise that while not all ‘blacks’ support 
the ANC, neither are all ‘whites’ against it. 

However, the wider issue of whether non-racialism can be 
achieved following the brutalising strictures of apartheid and 
the colour-coded nature of human relations in the country has 
also to be addressed. This would require advancing racial dia-
logue and engaging with others whom one would not ordinar-
ily engage with. For the ANC, this would require an internal 
process of change and a final break with its ‘struggle’ rhetoric, 
towards the adoption of a more inclusive ‘nation-building’ and 
non-racial posture. 

On a basic practical level this could include ensuring that 
ANC gatherings are broadly inclusive to cadres from different 
cultural backgrounds. Perhaps song sheets could be distributed 
to those who are unaware of the lyrics of the multiple ‘struggle’ 
anthems that are regularly belted out at party conventions. Yet, 
there is a larger question – and one that echoes Julius Malema’s 
equality court case earlier this year – of whether or not some of 
these songs are appropriate in the new South Africa. Is it not 
time for new songs that embrace the collective and non-racial 
spirit of the new South Africa, which Mantashe claims the ANC 
aspires to achieve?

At the level of governance serious efforts have to be under-
taken to address persistent perceptions of corruption. While this 
issue was addressed at the NGC, the success or failure of a new 
strategy to combat corruption will have to be clearly demon-

ANC revivalism    and non-racialism

Achieving non-racialism in the ANC may 
require changes in both party traditions 
and priorities, writes TIM MURITHI.
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strated before the ANC can hope to broaden its constituency. 
The challenge to the party will be to address the needs of its 
substantial black support base and at the same time respond to 
some of the white voters it seeks to attract. 

On one level, Mantashe’s agenda reflects a noble aspiration, 
because South Africa still struggles to animate and bring to life 
the principles that informed the 1955 Freedom Charter and the 
1996 Constitution. In particular, the Freedom Charter explicitly 
states that ‘South Africa belongs to all who live in it, black and 
white, and that no government can justly claim authority unless it 
is based on the will of the People.’ The Constitution of this coun-
try also affirms this in its preamble, which proffers that ‘South 
Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity.’

The Constitution also stipulates that South Africa is found-
ed on, among others, the values of ‘non-racialism’. The Bill of 
Rights also states that ‘every citizen is free to make political 
choices, which includes the right to participate in the activities, 
or recruit members of, a political party’.

Mantashe’s agenda to increase the number of whites in the 
rank and file of the Party’s cadres, under the wider rubric of 
ANC revivalism, is therefore in keeping with the aspirations 
contained in both of these important texts. However, the Free-
dom Charter also states that ‘all people shall be entitled to take 
part in the administration of the country’, but in order to do 
so at the level of government it is self-evident that all cultural 
backgrounds need to be represented in present and future ruling 
political parties. 

This is the conundrum that the ANC finds itself. It has natu-
rally gravitated towards responding to the urgent and pressing 
needs of the majority of the population that was previously 
disadvantaged and has consequently acquired its current com-
position. There is nothing untoward with such a development. 
Political parties have to necessarily cater to a constituency and 
hope that such a constituency propels them to power. But once 
in government it also become evident that governing has to be 
for ‘all who live’ in South Africa.  

Whether the ANC can undergo the internal transformation 
required to ultimately appeal to a wider non-racialised constitu-
ency will remain a key challenge for the Party. It is a challenge 
that the ANC leadership seems interested in taking on, but the 
rhetoric has to give way the reality of genuine inclusivity. 

Dr Tim Murithi is head of the Transitional Justice in Africa 
programme at the IJR.

ANC revivalism    and non-racialism
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South Africa’s transition to democracy was one of the 
most significant periods in our history. It signalled 
far-reaching changes, and continues to have a residual 

impact on current political and social matters. This became 
particularly clear to me during a recent lecture with my 
first-year politics students at the University of the Western 
Cape (UWC), and their emotive responses to a debate on 
the ‘negotiated settlement’ – among a generation that has no 
lived memory of this time. 

Yet in South Africa, many now say that the past need no lon-
ger be dwelt upon. Is it now time to close our discussions of 
reconciliation and the transition to democracy?  

As we often know from personal experience, loss is a painful 
process, and is often difficult to integrate into our daily real-
ity. Psychologists suggest that the grief accompanying loss often 
occurs in stages, including denial, anger, bargaining, depression, 
and ultimately acceptance. While we may move through these 
stages towards resolution, often with counselling, it is possible 
to become ‘stuck’ in a particular phase, leading to emotional and 
psychological paralysis, continued anger and depression. 

Nations are often construed as having a psyche, and with 
inevitable highs and lows in the ‘national mood’, and under-
standing the grieving process can also help us to think about the 
continued impact of the democratic transition on the ways in 
which South Africans view and relate to each other today.

The transition from racist and authoritarian apartheid rule 
to a constitutional democracy was a tremendous victory, and 
the first democratic elections brought joy and elation, as well as 
enormous expectations. 

However, the forging of the ‘negotiated settlement’ that 
brought the country to this point remains opaque for many. 
While the transition was fuelled and supported by widespread 
mobilisation, it was largely an elite process. We often forget that 
the negotiations that began in February 1990 were long and pro-
tracted, and did not lead to immediate peace. As they unfolded 

over four years, violence both threatened and propelled talks. 
Compromise became a strategic necessity, and both the African 
National Congress (ANC) and the National Party (NP) relied 
on the notion of ‘sufficient consensus’ to move the process for-
ward.

Without ‘sufficient consensus’, South Africa might have 
remained locked in an entirely untenable situation. Instead, 
the country proceeded towards democracy, and the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was established. Dire pre-
dictions of descent into chaos failed to materialise, and collec-
tively we attempted to move quickly through the gamut of our 
emotions and redefine our social reality. We pushed aside anger, 
frustration, helplessness, and the ‘we’re-packing-for-Australia’ 
responses to buckle down to life in the ‘new’ South Africa. We 
celebrated democracy with a transformed legislative and consti-
tutional framework.

Yet, though its extent is not fully known, many among us con-
tinue to grapple with the complexities, compromise, and even 
trauma of this process. Events such as the response to the death 
of Eugene Terre’Blanche and the Reitz hostel controversy show 
that despite significant progress, much anger and bitterness sim-
mers below the surface, and occasionally spills into the open. As 
a nation, we have not yet ‘gone for counselling’.

Many ordinary citizens still harbour resentment rooted in 
what transpired during the negotiations process. Anger and bit-
terness simmer below the surface, and occasionally spill into the 
open. These feelings are conflated by the ongoing socioeconomic 
challenges of persistent and widespread poverty and inequality. 

Have South 
Africans embraced 
democracy? 
CHERREL AFRICA asks whether or not the country has fully come to 
terms with the ‘negotiated settlement’ and transition to democracy. 

Many ordinary citizens still 
harbour resentment rooted 
in what transpired during 
the negotiations process. 
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We cannot assume that we can ‘get over the past’ and simply 
begin to accept each other just because time passes. 

Without over-simplifying an extremely complex process, the 
negotiations can be seen as encompassing four core groups: first, 
those who opposed change to the existing order; second, the NP, 
which negotiated away its incumbency; third, the ANC, which 
made considerable concessions to achieve a negotiated settle-
ment; and finally, those who felt that too much was conceded to 
achieve a negotiated settlement.

The relatively moderate second and third groups probably 
experienced some sense of loss given that concessions were 
made by all, but 16 years into democracy, they are likely to have 
moved on. However, the negotiated settlement certainly came as 
a significant loss for groups one and four, and group members 
may still be stuck in their anger. 

Sixteen years on and South Africa’s honeymoon is now over. 
People are more willing to openly express dissent around the 
settlement, as was apparent in a recent discussion in my first-
year politics class at UWC. 

A lecture about the transition unleashed a reservoir of emo-
tions among the students. Some felt that ‘Mandela had sold 
them out’, and others that ‘the ANC had messed up the country’. 
On average, these students were only two years old when the 
first democratic elections took place. Relatively speaking, they 
have little or no direct experience of the issues they discussed so  
passionately. The question posed to me was ‘why should people 
be reconciled, if they did not agree with the process?’  

Whilst much has changed, the emergence of problems and 
conflict often provokes a return or default to our stereotypical 
understandings of each other. Ordinary citizens have not nec-
essarily adjusted to our new society and transformed political 
order at the same rate as the elite, who were privy to the com-
plexities of the transition settlement, information exchanged 
behind closed doors, and the nuances of its final outcome. 

Perhaps it is time that we have a deeper discussion of why 
events unfolded as they did. Broadening and improving under-
standing of the rationale behind a particular event or decision 
often helps in developing a shared and fuller understanding of 
its complexity. It may be time for South Africa’s political elite to 
take us into their confidence, so that ordinary citizens can more 
fully come to terms with the dramatic changes that occurred in 
our nation.  

More importantly, this discussion can move us to a point of 
improved acceptance and tolerance towards each other. The 
debate is far from over, and in fact should not be closed for as 
long as it remains pertinent, relevant, and a source of trauma for 
those who lived through apartheid and its negotiated demise – as 
well as future generations. This debate also needs to be injected 
into our school curriculum. In sum, we need to think creatively 
about ways to facilitate the difficult process of enabling more 
South Africans to ‘move on’. 

 
Dr Cherrel Africa is a senior lecturer in the political studies 
department at the University of the Western Cape. 
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This year has been a milestone one, not only for South 
Africa, but also for the IJR and the SA Reconcilia-
tion Barometer. At the Institute, we have dedicated 

a great deal of time to reflections on the current state of 
reconciliation in South Africa, as well as our own role in its 
promotion, support and measurement. 

As part of this reflective process, IJR executive director Fanie 
du Toit and senior research fellow Erik Doxtader co-edited a 
recently released collection of essays, entitled In the Balance: 
South Africans debate reconciliation. While the authors cel-
ebrate the country’s progress in reconciliation so far, they also 
unambiguously point to substantial challenges facing both cur-
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rent and future generations of South Africans. However, many 
also stop short of providing practical solutions, and this is the 
work that remains. 

In the Balance includes a fascinating mix of topics and opin-
ion, which du Toit and Doxtader connect to three broad ques-
tions: Where did the TRC leave us? Does reconciliation matter? 
Do we need a new consensus about reconciliation? 

Overall, the collection of essays suggests that reconciliation 
is no longer the buzzword it was 16 years ago, and many con-
tributing authors confirm that the past, present and future of 
this process in South Africa remain open to debate. They pro-
pose that the reconciliation conversation is one largely clois-
tered among community leaders, policy-makers, academics and 
political analysts, while many ordinary citizens appear to have 
moved on to other, more pressing concerns. This is attributed 
to a number of factors, including the devastating effects of the 
global recession on South Africa’s economy, as well as a larger 
collective fatigue with the debate.  

However, despite this trend, the need for continued political 
and socioeconomic transformation persists, if not for the pres-
ent generation then for future ones. 

Most of the essays also use inclusive pronouns like ‘we’, ‘our’ 
and ‘us’, but are unclear as to who exactly this represents. While 
reconciliation is undoubtedly a collective effort, it remains 
unclear as to which groups or individuals should be responsible 
for driving the project, and who are the intended beneficiaries – 
though the process should ultimately benefit the entire society. 

I personally have only limited experience in this matter: I was 
born in 1987 in Botswana, and only moved to South Africa 
earlier this year. However, the young South Africans around me 
are growing up in the shadow of apartheid’s various legacies. In 
his essay ‘Arriving Home? South Africa beyond transition and  
reconciliation’, Professor Njabulo Ndebele refers to these as 
‘resilient factors’, or ‘elements of personal or institutional 
behaviour which resist change by simulating it in such a way 
that in the end there is only the impression of change’. 

Raenette Taljaard’s moving yet surprising piece ‘Forgiven’ 
stands out as the only fictional essay included in the collection. 
The plot revolves around two young women from opposite ends 
of the political spectrum: one the daughter of an apartheid state 
agent and the other of an ANC activist, unwittingly united by a 
single, violent act revealed to the entire nation during the TRC. 
Taljaard’s approach brought genuine accessibility to the themes 

of forgiveness, intergenerational guilt and responsibility. Yet, 
like other essays in the book, it does not offer concrete answers 
to the difficult questions the country is currently facing, and the 
author’s focus on the TRC ties the narrative to South Africa’s 
more conventional, historic reconciliation efforts.  

Former president Thabo Mbeki also calls for greater unifica-
tion across racial, gender and age divisions, writing: ‘Each one 
of us, in our own selfish interest, must be ready to invest in our 
future and therefore make the necessary sacrifices.’ 

There is, however, an emerging literature (both in fiction and 
non-fiction) considering a broader notion of reconciliation that 
goes beyond political crimes. For example, in her essay ‘Truth, 
Reconciliation and Women in South Africa’, Pregs Govender 
writes, ‘“Gross human rights violations” are, tragically, the 
tip of apartheid’s iceberg ... For the majority of South Africa’s 
citizens the toll is intergenerational: their lives, the lives of their 
children, grandchildren and great grandchildren, including 
those born into democracy, remain forever trapped by apart-
heid’s endless cycles of poverty and violence.’ Here, Govender 
addresses the difficult reality that there is no single mechanism 
that can resolve the problems emanating from apartheid’s struc-
tural societal and economic violence. 

Jonathan Jansen also observes that continued segregation in 
the context of university campuses, in residences, classes, stu-
dent government, social groups and sports teams has led to the 
entrenching of a culture in which crises – such as the Reitz hostel 
scandal that occurred two years ago – provoke the racialising of 
issues and conflict. He describes the University of the Free State 
as ‘easily South Africa’s most racially desegregated campus but 
at the same time its most racially segregated university commu-
nity’, and calls for greater institutional responsibility in chang-
ing the inherent meaning of students’ experiences.  

The IJR’s SA Reconciliation Barometer survey hypothesises 
that ‘if citizens of different races hold fewer negative percep-
tions of each other, they are more likely to form workable rela-
tionships that will advance reconciliation’, but this relies on 
meaningful interracial interaction. By distinguishing between 
geographic space and the concept of a community of individu-
als, Jansen’s argument puts the onus on administrators to create 
a conducive learning environment for reconciliation as a crucial 
piece of the puzzle in addressing second-generational trauma. 

The book’s final food for thought confirms what most South 
Africans already suspect: although there was a common vision 
for a reconciled nation in 1994, there is no easy fix and time 
will not automatically heal apartheid’s wounds. This means that 
even individuals and generations that had nothing to do with 
the nation’s apartheid past will have to pay the collective price 
for peace and prosperity. So far, however, it is unclear what the 
next steps to take will be, and whether or not every citizen is 
truly prepared to take them.

Rorisang Lekalake is currently completing her master’s degree 
in political studies at the University of Cape Town, and is a 
research intern in the IJR Political Analysis programme.
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Sudan at the 
crossroads
FRIEDERIKE BUBENZER explores prospects for 
peace, reconstruction and reconciliation in Sudan 
in the lead-up to the 2011 referendum.

demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) programme – so vital 
to the country’s post-war reconstruction – has largely failed. 
According to the Small Arms Survey, a Geneva-based NGO, 
gun possession has become a rite of passage in areas of South 
Sudan. Coupled with the major socioeconomic crises ravaging 
the South, prospects for peaceful coexistence, nation-building 
and reconciliation are looking dire.

The January referendum will enable the people of South 
Sudan to decide on whether to stay unified with the North or 
secede and form an independent state. Referred to frequently as 
the ‘final walk to freedom’, the referendum presents the chance 
to finally be free from northern rule and systemic oppression. 
Signed in 2005 with the assistance of – and some will argue, 
under extreme pressure from – the international community, 
the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) brought to an end 
Sudan’s second brutal civil war, which began in 1983. 

At a public meeting held in September in Cape Town, Francis 
Deng, the special adviser to the UN secretary general on the Pre-

During a four-day consultation hosted by the IJR 
in July with community leaders representing three 
ethnic groups from the southern Sudanese state of 

Upper Nile, participants were asked to identify major devel-
opmental challenges they currently confront. An elder and 
paramount chief, who had walked for two days to attend 
the meeting, William Deng Abol, stood up and explained, 
‘God had two sons and promised his old cow to Dinka 
and its calf to Nuer. But Dinka went to God’s cattle pen at 
night, imitating the voice of Nuer, thereby managing to get 
the calf. When God realised what had happened he was very 
angry and urged Nuer to raid Dinka for cattle as revenge.’ 

This frequently told, age-old anecdote reflects the many chal-
lenges South Sudan faces today. Months away from a long-
awaited referendum to decide whether or not to secede from the 
Arabic North Sudan, now set to take place in January 2011, it 
outlines some of the difficult tasks a potential new government 
of South Sudan will face. The anecdote tells of the breakdown 
of trust between ethnic groups, of the ancient cattle raids, of the 
clash between old and new cultures and traditions. But most 
importantly, Abol’s anecdote refers to the vast and nation-wide, 
low-scale conflict that receives virtually no international atten-
tion, but that continues to cost thousands of lives annually. 

Cattle raids are part of many Sudanese cultures. Sparked by 
disputes over grazing land and water, these raids are increasingly 
violent due to continued arms possession. Sudan’s disarmament, 
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vention of Genocide and Sudanese minister of state for foreign 
affairs, referred to the CPA as ‘the peace agreement of all peace 
agreements’. Deng went further to say that if the CPA does not 
bring lasting peace to Sudan, no agreement can. 

Less than one hundred days before the referendum, fears 
abound that the government of the North will intentionally 
delay the referendum, thereby sparking a revolt in the South. 
Given the fact that Sudan’s vast and mostly untapped oil reserves 
are located in the South, this would come as no surprise. Serious 
delays have marred the setting up of the South Sudan Referen-
dum Commission. Voter registration for a population estimated 
between 8.3 and 11 million has officially been postponed to 
November 2010. Southerners are anxious yet resolute – in their 
hearts and minds they have already seceded. The referendum is 
merely a formality, albeit one that promises to be turbulent.

Mustafa Omar Ismail, adviser to President Omar al-Bashir, 
recently called on Sudanese youth to prepare for war to defend 
the country against cessation from the North. This was echoed 
by other senior officials in the ruling National Congress Party, 
who have publically stated the referendum’s outcome will not 
be recognised. 

In the context of this increasingly hostile rhetoric, political 
will to prepare for a smooth transition and improve living con-
ditions is in critically short supply in South Sudan. As the threat 
of hostilities lingers, the incentive to spend the South’s limited 
budget on reconstruction and development rather than weap-

onry is minimal. The need could not be more urgent: 90% of 
the population of South Sudan live on less than one dollar a 
day. Chronic hunger stands at 33%: in early 2010, the town 
of Akobo in South Sudan was named the ‘hungriest place on 
earth’ by the United Nations. The country still suffers one of 
the worlds’ highest infant mortality rates. Ninety-two percent 
of women in South Sudan cannot read or write. Tellingly, these 
statistics originate from a summary sheet issued by the office of 
the UN resident and humanitarian coordinator for the Sudan 
entitled ‘Scary Statistics – South Sudan’.

All this presents a gloomy picture for the future of Africa’s 
largest country. Community leaders in Upper Nile State explain 
that reconciliation and healing are far-off ideals when everyday 
life is a struggle. Though they will vote for cessation, they have 
little confidence that the leadership of an independent South will 
be able to provide the large-scale reconstruction programmes 
that are desperately needed. After citing the Dinka-Nuer anec-
dote, William Deng Abol again stood up and added, ‘Our chil-
dren are hungry and uneducated, our cattle are sick and our 
crops are failing. We have no clean drinking water; the hospitals 
and schools are understaffed and under resourced. We don’t 
trust our neighbours. It is hard to build peace under these cir-
cumstances. How are we meant to reconcile like this?’

Friederike Bubenzer is project leader of the Great Horn and 
Fellows programmes at the IJR.
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DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION IN CRADOCK
This resource guide is the first in 
the new series, Building Blocks for 
Democracy. The resource guide for 
educators has been developed in part-
nership with the Eastern Cape Educa-
tion Department, Cradock. It outlines 
the series of workshops held as part 
of his project which included the oral 
writing process, development of story-
boards for short films, using the inter-
view transcript, and how oral histories 

could make a contribution to democratise the local archives.
The guide traces in broad outline the origins of democracy 
in the world and explores in greater detail the contributions 
made by locals in the attainment of democracy in South Africa.  
Project participants were drawn from local high schools and 
community members. Learners documented the contributions 
made by lesser known participants, in the struggle for democ-
racy, by conducting oral history interviews and producing short 
visual representations of their findings.

2009 TRANSFORMATION AUDIT
Recession and Recovery assesses 
the concrete impact that negative 
growth in 2009 had on longer-term 
prospects for creating an equitable 
and just economic dispensation in 
South Africa. Successive editions of 
this publication have shown that the 
quest for economic transformation is 
a challenging one under the best of 
circumstances; the implications of a 
recession undoubtedly compound 

the magnitude of the task. Will South Africa sustain its trans-
formational momentum in the economy in a context of shrink-
ing government revenues, growing material insecurity and a 
substantial decline in employment levels? How will the new 
Zuma administration navigate its way through these troubled 
waters? This collection of articles assesses key aspects of the 
state of South Africa’s economic transformation in one of the 
most challenging years since democratisation, and examines 
prospects for, and challenges to, recovery.

IN THE BALANCE
Reconciliation is an open and urgent 
question. We do not agree about what 
reconciliation means. We do not agree 
about how it works. We certainly do 
not agree about what it has done or 
the ways in which it can be brought 
to bear on the problems that confront 
South Africa today. In short, reconcili-
ation keeps us off balance. A source of 
strength that sits at the very heart of 
South Africa’s remarkable transition to 

democracy, reconciliation is also a frustrating fault line and a 
yet unfulfilled promise. There are no simple answers. As the 
leading voices in this book make clear, the question of recon-
ciliation is a question that must be debated – together – with 
a candid acknowledgement that the disagreements provoked 
by reconciliation are an opportunity to interact and learn 
from one another. Only by sharing our diverging accounts 
of reconciliation will we come to terms with its contested 
legacy, its contemporary meaning, and its future possibilities. 
Direct and thought-provoking, the essays in In the Balance 
offer staunch defences and pointed criticisms of reconcilia-
tion. Together, they challenge the conventional wisdom and 
sound an important call: once again, it is time to ask after 
reconciliation’s meaning, practice and value. 
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For an up-to-date resource on debates and media coverage 
of nation-building in South Africa, log on to the SA Monitor at: 
www.ijr.org.za/politicalanalysis/samonitor
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CONTRIBUTE TO THE RECONCILIATION 
BAROMETER NEWSLETTER
Established authors interested in contributing to forthcoming editions of 
the SA Reconciliation Barometer newsletter should contact Kate Lefko-
Everett, editor, on (021) 763 7128 or kate@ijr.org.za.


